Noisy objects have been known to affect negatively on the performance of clustering algorithms. This paper addresses the problem of high false positive rates in using self-f f organizing map (SOM) for DNA motif prediction due to the noisy background sequences in the input dataset. We propose the use of sequence filter in the pre-processing step to remove portion of the noisy background before applying to the SOM. Our method is motivated by the evolutionary conservation property of binding sites as opposed to randomness of background sequences. Our contributions are: (a) propose the use of string mismatch as filtering threshold function; and (b) two filtering methods, namely sequence driven and gapped consensus pattern, are proposed for filtering. We employed real datasets to evaluate the performance of SOM for DNA prediction after the filtering process. Our evaluation results show promising improvements in term of precision rates and also data reduction. We conclude that filtering background sequences is a feasible solution to improve prediction accuracy of using SOM for DNA motif prediction.
Introduction
Identification of regulatory elements or binding sites bound by transcription factor (TF) proteins are important to the understanding of genetic diseases, protein-DNA interaction, as well as for medical purposes. The interaction of transcription factor proteins and their binding sites regulate which, when, and how rapid proteins are produced. Binding sites are short sequences about 6-25bp long, located in the upstream, downstream or distal locations of genes they regulate. A sequence motif is a characteristic nucleotide or amino acid sequence that is conserved in a group of sequences. The problem of computational DNA motif prediction is to predict the exact or approximate locations of binding sites in a set of carefully collected DNA sequences from a genome of species under study and infers the sequence specificities of TFs be found can be established through wet-lab techniques such as ChIP-seq and microarray analysis or by using comparative genomic approaches. Apparently, each input DNA sequence to a computational tool contains two types of regions: binding and background sequence. Background sequences are noisy because they are highly unstructured due to exposure to random evolutionary events in cells such as substitution, mutation, insertion, or deletion. They are generally regarded as generated by a Markov process in the literature.
